
Building value:  
your critical workloads 



contents one cloud, many critical 
workloads  
The benefits of running enterprise workloads in the cloud are clear. 87 percent of 
enterprises say they are able to drive business acceleration using the cloud, while 
41 percent attribute business growth to their cloud deployments¹. In addition, 30 
percent use the cloud to launch new products, speed time to market, and expand 
into new markets². 

However, deciding to run or migrate critical workloads to the cloud is just the first 
step towards getting more performance for every dollar of your investment. It’s 
critical to determine the right – or optimal – cloud infrastructure for the size and 
purpose of your organization. Even within your enterprise, you may have different 
workloads that require very different strategies. In short, a one-size-fits-all 
approach won’t deliver. 

Intel and Amazon Web Services* (AWS*) are collaborating to help companies 
place their critical workloads and achieve the cloud performance they need 
at the value their CFO demands. Together, Intel and AWS have jointly serviced 
hundreds of real-world workloads and have optimized infrastructure hardware 
and software for these diverse workloads based on their particular characteristics. 
These optimizations make our customers’ lives much easier and their cloud 
deployments much faster³.

Whether you are looking to buy, build or expand your enterprise cloud workloads, 
this guide is designed to help you explore the key considerations you should be 
thinking about. 
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Benefits of running enterprise workloads in 
the cloud:

Percentage of enterprises that say they are able to 
drive business acceleration using the cloud

Attribute business growth to their cloud deployments

Use the cloud to launch new products, speed time to 
market, and expand into new markets

87%

30%
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achieve a low tco across  
critical workloads 
Today, the IT strategy of choice for many enterprises 
involves running multiple cloud environments. 81 percent 
of enterprises report having a multi-cloud strategy, and on 
average use 4.8 clouds across public and private⁴. However, 
many companies have also reported that achieving an optimal 
total cost of ownership (TCO) required a process of trial and 
error⁵. For example, both traditional enterprises who moved 
workloads to the public cloud in a ‘lift and shift’ manner, and 
‘born on the web’ companies who started in the public cloud 
are adjusting their strategies based on learnings. 

Developing an optimal TCO strategy requires a holistic 
approach, considering the full context of your enterprise’s 
business priorities and operating environment. This framework 
has been designed to help you think through some of the core 
considerations you should take into account. 

Of enterprises report having a 
multi-cloud strategy

81%
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Framework For evaluating tco across critical workloads

Depending on your pain points, use cases and growth opportunities these could include:

• Reducing data center costs or improving efficiencies.

• Reducing turnaround time, or faster time to market for new products/services.

• Retaining or improving control of mission-critical services.

• Helping to ensure adequate protection of sensitive data to comply with local or global  
   regulatory requirements.

• Filling in-house resource gaps or boosting in-house skills. 

• Meeting the requirements of a Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Consider the expenditures and opportunities associated with your workloads. Factors to 
consider include: 

• The upfront cost of migrating workloads to the cloud, and/or ongoing operational  
   expenditures – including network and uptime requirements. 

• Required connections to other databases, frameworks and applications. 
   The complexity, quantity and location of multiple data sources can impact the 
   workload deployment because of the cost of integrating into multiple clouds. 

• The total cost of your operating environment, as well as the cost per workload. 

Compared to traditional models, cloud technologies are still relatively new. So, unless 
your enterprise was an early adopter, levels of familiarity with what’s required to run 
enterprise workloads in the cloud may be uneven. Considerations for securing buy-in 
naturally vary from team to team:

• IT/Engineering: Consider the degree of in-house support your team might need, 
   depending on their levels of cloud expertise.

• Finance: Try to define the up-front and ongoing cost implications of running critical 
   workloads in the cloud, and the potential cost-benefit of doing so.

• C-Suite: Explore how cloud deployments can support competitive advantages, and  
   help your enterprise deliver on its wider strategic business objectives.    

Any overarching TCO analysis should also include an assessment of the characteristics 
of individual workloads. It’s important to consider:

• The level of performance required – including any resource-intensive requirements, 
    and whether (and for how long) you can afford downtime.  

• If any workloads will be processing intellectual property or sensitive personal  
   information that might require additional layers of security. 

• The size and location of data managed and processed by each workload. If you’re just 
   getting started, you may wish to begin with a less demanding workload before scaling. 

Identify your top business objectives

Compare options for each critical workload

Conduct a cost analysis

Get buy-in from key stakeholders across the organization
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Building the Future workload-By-workload 

A comprehensive analysis of all the factors related to TCO 
across your critical workloads may lead you to conclude that 
– for now at least - not all your applications should operate in 
the cloud.

That’s why it’s also important to consider specific enterprise-
critical workloads in their own terms to better understand if 
and how it is possible to deliver the performance you need for 
the value you want. 

This section explores specific critical workload instances, and 
how enterprises can ensure they are set-up to run at a low TCO. 

 
a. dataBase workloads 
Hosting your database in the cloud can give you greater 
reliability, scalability and flexibility. Considering database 
workloads are one of the most likely to suffer from latency at 
the storage subsystem or connection layers this is a key value 
proposition, especially when it comes to scaling⁶. But, closely 
monitoring budgets remains important. 

To get more value for money, choose an Amazon EC2 
memory-optimized instance featuring the Intel® Xeon® 
Scalable processor. For HammerDB* and PostgreSQL* 
workloads, it delivers up to 1.85x the performance per dollar, 
and for MongoDB*, it can achieve up to 2.84x the performance 
per dollari.

There are further benefits from the savings too: if you can do 
more with fewer vCPUs, you may be able to make additional 
savings on your software licensing costs. Moving from a C4 
instance featuring the Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2666 v3 to a 

C5 instance featuring the Intel Xeon Scalable processor cuts 
the core count by 40ii. If a commercial database is licensed at a 
cost of $1,800 per core annually, that adds up to $72,000iii.

 

B. high PerFormance comPuting (hPc) and artiFicial 
intelligence (ai)
Many organizations turn to the public cloud for AI training and 
big data analytics because it can otherwise be challenging 
to achieve the required service agility7. Similarly, most HPC 
processing is still conducted on-premise, where there is often 
competition for limited capacity, risking bottlenecks8. 

Choose an Amazon EC2 instance running on the Intel Xeon 
Scalable processor to get the low TCO you want and the 
high performance you need. According to test results from 
two popular benchmarks (LAMMPS* and High-performance 
Linpack*), Amazon EC2 instances featuring the Intel Xeon 
Scalable processor offer 4.15x higher performance per dollariv. 

If you’re using a compute-optimized EC2 C instance, which 
AWS recommends for science and engineering applications, 
you can cut the core count by 40v if you switch from an older 
c4.8xlarge instance to c5.4xlarge. If you’re licensing software 
per core, there can be huge cost savings.
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c. memory and comPute-intensive 
Demanding workloads can put a lot of pressure on both 
memory and compute. Oversubscribed compute resources can 
result in perceived slowness in an application, which can have 
resulting impacts on resources such as storage and network, 
which will also struggle without access to CPU cycles. Equally, 
insufficient memory can create bottlenecks. 

Public cloud instances can provide the scale necessary to 
meet the demands of such latency sensitive workloads. By 
using Amazon EC2 instances featuring Intel Xeon Scalable 
processors, you can get up to 2.25x higher performance 
per dollarvi, as estimated using the STREAM_OMP Triad 
benchmark. For floating point maths, M5 instances featuring 
the Intel Xeon Scalable processor deliver up to 1.85x the 
performance per dollarvii of M5a instances, according to tests 
based on the SPEC*rate2017_fp_base benchmark.

d. weB-Based
For web-based workloads, speed is critical to delivering a 
competitive customer experience. The longer a user has to 
wait for a page to download, the more likely it is they will 
abandon the website altogether. Despite recent reductions, 
the average loading time for a mobile webpage is 15 seconds9. 
However, 53 percent of mobile site visitors will leave a 
page that takes longer than three seconds to load. In other 
scenarios, a web-based workload might be integrated into a 
business process, in which case other processes are waiting 
for it to complete. Balancing these high wire demands while 
keeping costs at a manageable level is challenging. 

Choose the Intel Xeon Scalable processor to unlock savings. 
A 96 vCPU Intel Xeon Scalable processor instance delivers up 
to 1.74x higher performance per dollarviii. That’s true for three 
common web workloads: server side Java*, Wordpress*, and 
PHP/HHVM*.
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why choose amazon ec2 instances 
Featuring intel® technology? 
Clouds built on Intel® architecture deliver the most 
predictable, industry-leading per core performance and 
workload acceleration. With Intel’s rich experience working 
with enterprises on mission-critical business infrastructure 
and meeting the stringent service level agreements (SLA) of 
business applications, Intel Xeon processors boast industry-
leading server uptime and reliability.

Intel has a long history of working with AWS, including deep 
investment with the software ecosystem to optimize code for 
our architecture, which has led to broad workload performance.

Workloads running on Intel architecture-based AWS instances 
can take advantage of these optimizations to increase 
performance and security, but those software-optimization 
gains may be lost if the virtual machine (VM) is transferred to a 
non-Intel instance. 

This is especially important if your business is global, and 
you need to consider instance availability around the world. 
To minimize TCO at worldwide scale, one possible strategy 
is to replicate identical VMs in identical instances wherever a 
local presence is required to meet your own SLAs or comply 
with applicable laws. The cost of creating and maintaining 
both Intel and other VM versions of the same service in non-
uniform instances may offset any cost savings associated with 
instance price.
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How much data do you currently store and what 
are your data growth predictions? 

If you’re running cloud workloads already, where 
does your sensitive data live currently?

How important are business continuity and disaster 
recovery (BC/DR) practices to your workloads?

What security risks do you need to plan for, 
and how might these change over time?

How accessible is cloud expertise in your 
organization?  

If you’re working with large data volumes, locating the data 
close to the business applications that use the information is 
an important design decision, both for public and private cloud 
solutions. Large data volumes can otherwise be expensive to 
store and difficult to migrate, so it’s important to plan ahead if 
you expect data volumes to increase. 

Don’t assume that on-premise is the best option for workloads 
that include sensitive data. 52 percent of companies say they 
experience better security in the cloud¹². Companies using the 
cloud with Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASB) to protect their 
data are also able to accelerate faster. 

BC/DR is one of the most common public cloud workload usages 
because it enables data to be stored in multiple locations worldwide 
without investing in data center facilities. For workloads designed to 
take advantage of cloud-aware architectures, business continuity can 
be significantly improved. 

Your CIO will expect full compliance with security and regulatory 
requirements – this is even more critical if your workloads require 
you to perform regular security audits. Be sure to understand 
your company’s handling policies for sensitive information before 
migrating or scaling critical workloads. 

It’s important to understand the strengths and limitations of your 
internal workforce, not just in IT, but other business-critical areas 
you will need to successfully migrate critical workloads to the cloud. 
You may, for example, need to engage an external consultancy to 
help fully evaluate TCO.  

next stePs: checklist 

security

data management 

talent 

Would your workloads benefit from burst capacity 
to cover irregular demand?

How do your cloud instances integrate with your 
wider IT infrastructure?   

Elasticity is a key driver of public cloud adoption¹¹. It provides a 
way to adapt to a workload’s changing needs, which can often 
be unpredictable. This is particularly helpful for prototyping, 
development or testing new hardware capabilities, for example. 

Workloads such as online retail which may be prone to bursts 
during promotions or holidays can benefit from the scalability 
across multiple instances that public cloud offers. 

To ensure you can flexibly move data and workloads around your 
digital estate, you’ll need to ensure any private/hybrid cloud or 
local workloads are running on Intel, so that they can make use of 
the same performance-accelerating features and instructions.

PerFormance 

As you continue to build your enterprise cloud strategy – whether to deploy for the first time or to scale 
– this checklist provides you with some key, actionable questions to consider before you invest. 

How much elasticity do your workloads require, 
now and in the future? 
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Every enterprise – and workload – is different. Whether you’re 
just getting started or preparing to scale, it’s important to 
identify the next steps best suited to your critical workloads. 
As this guide has shown, these will depend on your specific 
TCO, performance, security and talent requirements. 
Ultimately by underpinning your critical workloads with 
an Amazon EC2 instance powered by the latest Intel 
Xeon Scalable processors, you can ensure you deliver the 
performance you need at the value your CFO demands. 

Get further insights on delivering performance and value 
on Amazon EC2 instances powered by Intel at: https://www.
intel.com/content/www/us/en/now/your-data-on-intel/no-
debate/overview.html

conclusion
¹ https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html

² https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html

³ https://itpeernetwork.intel.com/intel-aws/#gs.molao8

⁴ https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.html

⁵ https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.html
 
⁶ http://marketingstudio.intel.com/sw/swchannel/CustomerCenter/documents/19765/39246/accelerate-business-growth-with-multi-cloud-and-optimal-workload-placeme.._.pdf

⁷ http://marketingstudio.intel.com/sw/swchannel/CustomerCenter/documents/19765/39246/accelerate-business-growth-with-multi-cloud-and-optimal-workload-placeme.._.pdf

⁸ https://insidehpc.com/2018/09/aws-cloud-high-performance-computing/

⁹ https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/

¹⁰ Google Data, Global, n=3,700 aggregated, anonymized Google Analytics data from a sample of mWeb sites opted into sharing benchmark data, March 2016. https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-
resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/

¹¹ https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/white-papers/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.pdf

¹² https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html

i Results calculated by Intel P2CA using AWS pricing ($/hour, standard 1-year term, no up-front) as of 12th January, 2019.
Performance per dollar testing done on Amazon EC2* R5 and R5a instances (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/), comparing 96 vCPU Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar to 
Competitor processor performance per dollar.
Workload: HammerDB* PostgreSQL*
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 1.85X (higher is better)
Database: HammerDB – PostgreSQL (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 r5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, HammerDB 3.0 PostgreSQL 10.2, Memory: 768GB, Hypervisor: KVM; Storage Type: EBS io1, Disk Volume 200GB, Total Storage 200GB, Docker version: 18.06.1-ce, 
RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.6, 3.10.0-957.el7.x86_64, 6400MB shared_buffer, 256 warehouses, 96 users. Score “NOPM” 439931, measured by Intel on 12/11/18-12/14/18.
Amazon EC2 r5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, HammerDB 3.0 PostgreSQL 10.2, Memory: 768GB, Hypervisor: KVM; Storage Type: EBS io1, Disk Volume 200GB, Total Storage 200GB, Docker 
version: 18.06.1-ce, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.6, 3.10.0-957.el7.x86_64, 6400MB shared_buffer, 256 warehouses, 96 users. Score “NOPM” 212903, measured by Intel on 12/20/18.
AWS pricing as of 12th January 2019 Standard 1-Year term Reserved Instance Pricing (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/pricing/) On Demand Linux/Unix Usage Pricing per hour 
(https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/)

Workload: MongoDB*
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 2.84X (higher is better)
Database: MongoDB (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 r5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, MongoDB v4.0, journal disabled, sync to filesystem disabled, wiredTigeCache=27GB, maxPoolSize = 256; 7 MongoDB instances, 14 client VMs, 1 YCSB client per 
VM, 96 threads per YCSB client, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, Score 1229288 ops/sec, measured by Intel on 12/10/18.
Amazon EC2 r5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, MongoDB v4.0, journal disabled, sync to filesystem disabled, wiredTigeCache=27GB, maxPoolSize = 256; 7 MongoDB instances, 14 client VMs, 1 
YCSB client per VM, 96 threads per YCSB client, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, Score 388596 ops/sec, measured by Intel on 12/10/18.
For more details visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

ii Source: TSO Logic / Intel research report: “New Advances by Intel and Amazon Web Services Drive Major Cloud Savings”
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/reports/tso-logic-research.pdf?spredfast-trk-id=sf215253580

iii Licensing cost of $1,800 per core annually results in saving of $72,000 per year when migrating from a C4 Amazon EC2 instance to a C5 instance. Source: TSO Logic / Intel research report: :New Advances 
by Intel and Amazon Web Services Drive Major Cloud Savings”, https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/reports/tso-logic-research.pdf?spredfast-trk-id=sf215253580
  
iv Results calculated by Intel P2CA using AWS pricing ($/hour, standard 1-year term, no up-front) as of 12th January, 2019.
Performance per dollar testing done on Amazon EC2 M5 and M5a instances (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/), comparing 96 vCPU Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar to 
Competitor processor performance per dollar.
AWS pricing as of 12th January 2019 Standard 1-Year term Reserved Instance Pricing (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/pricing/) On Demand Linux/Unix Usage Pricing per hour 
(https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/)

Workload: LAMMPS*
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 4.15X (higher is better)
HPC Materials Science – LAMMPS (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 m5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, LAMMPS version: 2018-08-22 (Code: https://lammps.sandia.gov/download.html), Workload: Water – 512K Particles, Intel ICC 18.0.3.20180410, Intel® MPI Library 

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/now/your-data-on-intel/no-debate/overview.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/now/your-data-on-intel/no-debate/overview.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/now/your-data-on-intel/no-debate/overview.html
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html
https://itpeernetwork.intel.com/intel-aws/#gs.molao8
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-
http://marketingstudio.intel.com/sw/swchannel/CustomerCenter/documents/19765/39246/accelerate-busine
http://marketingstudio.intel.com/sw/swchannel/CustomerCenter/documents/19765/39246/accelerate-busine
https://insidehpc.com/2018/09/aws-cloud-high-performance-computing/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/white-papers/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.pdf
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-gb/solutions/lp/cloud-adoption-risk.html
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/pricing/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/
http://www.intel.com/benchmarks
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/reports/tso-logic-research.pdf?spredfas
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/reports/tso-logic-research.pdf?spredfas
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/pricing/


for Linux* OS, Version 2018 Update 3 Build 20180411, 48 MPI Ranks, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS=2, Score 137.5 timesteps/sec, measured by Intel on 10/31/18.
Amazon EC2 m5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, LAMMPS version: 2018-08-22 (Code: https://lammps.sandia.gov/download.html), Workload: Water – 512K Particles, Intel ICC 18.0.3.20180410, Intel® MPI Library for Linux* OS, Version 2018 Update 3 Build 20180411, 48 MPI Ranks, RedHat* Enterprise 
Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS=2, Score 55.8 timesteps/sec, measured by Intel on 11/7/18.
Changes for Competitor processor to support AVX2 (Competitor processor only supports AVX2, so these changes were necessary):
sed -i ‘s/-xHost/-xCORE-AVX2/g’ Makefile.intel_cpu_intelmpi
sed -i ‘s/-qopt-zmm-usage=high/-xCORE-AVX2/g’ Makefile.intel_cpu_intelmpi

Workload: High-performance Linpack*
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 4.15X (higher is better)
HPC Linpack (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 m5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, HP Linpack Version 2.2 (https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-mkl-benchmarks-suite Directory: benchmarks_2018.3.222/linux/mkl/benchmarks/mp_linpack/bin_intel/intel64), Intel ICC 18.0.3.20180410 with AVX512, Intel® MPI Library for Linux* OS, Version 
2018 Update 3 Build 20180411, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS=24, 2 MPI processes, Score 3152 GB/s, measured by Intel on 10/31/18.
Amazon EC2 m5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, HP Linpack Version 2.2, (HPL Source: http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/hpl-2.2.tar.gz; Version 2.2; icc (ICC) 18.0.2 20180210 used to compile and link to BLIS library version 0.4.0; https://github.com/flame/blis; Addt’l Compiler flags: -O3 -funroll-
loops -W -Wall –qopenmp; make arch=zen OMP_NUM_THREADS=8; 6 MPI processes.), Intel ICC 18.0.3.20180410 with AVX2, Intel® MPI Library for Linux* OS, Version 2018 Update 3 Build 20180411, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS=8, 6 MPI processes, Score 
677.7 GB/s, measured by Intel on 11/7/18.
  
v Migrating from c4.8xlarge to c5.4xlarge instance. Source: TSO Logic / Intel research report: “New Advances by Intel and Amazon Web Services Drive Major Cloud Savings” https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/reports/tso-logic-research.pdf?spredfast-trk-id=sf215253580
  
vi Amazon EC2 m5.4xlarge (Intel) Instance, McCalpin Stream (OMP version), (Source: https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/FTP/Code/stream.c); Intel ICC 18.0.3 20180410 with AVX512, -qopt-zmm-usage=high, -DSTREAM_ARRAY_SIZE=134217728 -DNTIMES=100 -DOFFSET=0 –qopenmp, -qopt-streaming-stores 
always -o $OUT stream.c, RedHat Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS : 8, KMP_AFFINITY : proclist=[0-7:1], granularity=thread, explicit, Score 81216.7 MB/s, measured by Intel on 12/6/18
Amazon EC2 m5a.4xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, McCalpin Stream (OMP version), (Source: https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/FTP/Code/stream.c); Intel ICC 18.0.3 20180410 with AVX2, -DSTREAM_ARRAY_SIZE=134217728, -DNTIMES=100 -DOFFSET=0 -qopenmp -qopt-streaming-stores always -o 
$OUT stream.c, RedHat Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, OMP_NUM_THREADS : 8, KMP_AFFINITY : proclist=[0-7:1], granularity=thread,explicit, Score 32154.4 MB/s, measured by Intel on 12/6/18

vii Amazon EC2 m5.4xlarge (Intel) Instance, SPECrate2017_fp_base CPU1.0.2, Intel ICC Version 18.0.2 20180210, RedHat Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, 16 copies, Estimated Score 57.7, measured by Intel on 12/6/18
Amazon EC2 m5a.4xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, SPECrate2017_fp_base CPU1.0.2, AOCC1.0/LLVM, RedHat Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, 16 copies, Estimated Score 27.7, measured by Intel on 12/6/18
  
viii Results calculated by Intel P2CA using AWS pricing ($/hour, standard 1-year term, no up-front) as of 12th January, 2019.
Performance per dollar testing done on Amazon EC2 M5 and M5a instances (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/), comparing 96 vCPU Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar to Competitor processor performance per dollar.
AWS pricing as of 12th January 2019 Standard 1-Year term Reserved Instance Pricing (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/pricing/) On Demand Linux/Unix Usage Pricing per hour (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/)

Workload: Server Side Java* 1 JVM
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 1.74X (higher is better)
Server Side Java (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 m5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, Java Server Benchmark No NUMA binding, 2JVM, OpenJDK 10.0.1, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, Score 101767 Transactions/sec, measured by Intel on 11/16/18.
Amazon EC2 m5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, Java Server Benchmark No NUMA binding, 2JVM, OpenJDK 10.0.1, RedHat* Enterprise Linux 7.5, Kernel 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64, Score 52068 Transactions/sec, measured by Intel on 11/16/18.

Workload: Wordpress* PHP/HHVM*
Results: Competitor processor performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar = 1.75X (higher is better)
Web Front End Wordpress (higher is better):
Amazon EC2 m5.24xlarge (Intel) Instance, oss-performance/wordpress Ver 4.2.0; Ver 10.2.19-MariaDB-1:10.2.19+maria~bionic; Workload Version’: u’4.2.0; Client Threads: 200; PHP 7.2.12-1; perfkitbenchmarker_version=”v1.12.0-944-g82392cc; Ubuntu 18.04, Kernel Linux 4.15.0-1025-aws, Score 3626.11 TPS, 
measured by Intel on 11/16/18.
Amazon EC2 m5a.24xlarge (Competitor processor) Instance, oss-performance/wordpress Ver 4.2.0; Ver 10.2.19-MariaDB-1:10.2.19+maria~bionic; Workload Version’: u’4.2.0; Client Threads: 200; PHP 7.2.12-1; perfkitbenchmarker_version=”v1.12.0-944-g82392cc; Ubuntu 18.04, Kernel Linux 4.15.0-1025-aws, 
Score 1838.48 TPS, measured by Intel on 11/16/18.
For more details visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors 
may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit www.intel.com/benchmarks

Performance results are based on testing as of the date set forth in the configurations and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. See configuration disclosure for details. No product or component can be absolutely secure.

Results have been estimated or simulated using internal Intel analysis or architecture simulation or modeling, and provided to you for informational purposes. Any differences in your system hardware, software or configuration may affect your actual performance.

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel- based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.

Optimization Notice: Intel’s compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, 
functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please 
refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.
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Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No product or component can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more 
at intel.com

Intel, the Intel logo, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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